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Search Data Products + Archiving 

N.ro observations per SKA1-mid survey = 105120 (600 s) 
N.ro beams per observation ≈ 2000 

Tot. number of searched sky locations ≈ 210 106  

Size of  a dedispersed time-series = 12 Msamples 

Storage required for keeping 1 candidate for any searched sky 
location = 2.5 1015 samples ≈ 2 PB 

How many candidates per sky location can we retain? 
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Timing Data Products + Archiving 

Any pulsar has its known optimal combination of parameters 
for the folded profile to be stored 

N.ro of bins ≈ 10000 
N.ro of freq channels = 1-10 (coherent dedispersion) 
                                       1000-10000 (incoherent filterbank-like dedispersion) 
N.ro of Stokes = 4 
N.ro of sub-integrations = 60 (for folding over 10 min obs) 
                               up to 600 for single-pulse 1sec PSR 
                         up to 600000 for single-pulse 1ms MSP 

Size for 8 bit representation = (typical case) 24 MBy 
Size for 8 bit representation = (worst case) 240 TBy 

48 hours every month ≈ 250  10-min obs per month x 10 beams x 1 psr/beam = 
2500 obs-psr/month 

Storage required for 1 year  = (for typical obs) 24 Mby x 2500 x 12 ≈ 720 Gby  
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Data Transport 

South Africa Site 

Australia Site 



Coherence can be maintained through the use of accurate 
independent clocks or by a frequency reference distribution 
from a central reference clock 

Aim is to limit coherence losses to about 2% for 20 GHz obs, 
and much less for lower frequencies 

At every antenna or station, the synchronisation system will provide a standard 
reference sine wave from which clocks for digitisation and/or local oscillator 
signals can be derived, and a pulse-per-second (1-PPS) signal (or similar) from 
which time-tags can be derived. 

-   Shielding induced RFI  
-   Provide redundancy in clocks  

Synchronisation and clocks 

Sufficiently accurate Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), 
converted to sidereal time using Earth-rotation data (UT1 – 
UTC and higher order corrections), is fundamental on each site 
for absolute pointing of antennas and array beams (beamformers 
of all types).  



ONE MASER-ish clock per site, synchronised to TAI 

using GPS signals, is enough?    

An initial analysis of time requirements that will be able to 
support decade-long tracking of pulse arrival times for 
gravitational wave detector experiments indicates that accuracy 
of 10 ns will be needed over 10 years, equivalent to Allan 
variance of 3x10-16  






